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Molift Raiser
TRANSFER PLATFORM FOR ACTIVE TRANSFER

Safe and easy to use 
Molift Raiser platform is designed to safely move 
the user from a sitting to standing position while 
maintaining the best possible ergonomic moving and 
handling conditions for the caregiver. The unique 
leg support is designed to be easily adjusted with 
one hand. Similarly, wheel locks (right or left) will 
lock both wheels simultaneously providing a safe 
braking solution in space limited environments. The 
fine grain finish of the footplate provides a non-slip 
surface and the handle offers many different grip 
possibilities. These features enable the user to feel 
safe throughout the entire transfer.

Molift Cm Inch Item no. Cleaning instruction
Raiser 58 x 63 x 120 22.8  x 24.8 x 47.2 16090202 Use a solvent-free detergent with a pH level between 5 and 9.

Can be washed at 80° C for 3 minutes (not with leg support).

Material: Steel, plastic, aluminium, thermoplastic rubber Use a wet wipe for the leg support.

Do not rinse directly on bearings and 

Total Weight: 14.2 kg (31.3 lbs) leg support with a pressure washer.

UNIQUE  
FEATURES 

Molift Raiser has several unique features 
that makes the transfer safe and easy.
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Leg support with one-
hand height regulation
The soft padded leg support 
provides comfortable support for 
the user. It is simple to adjust the 
height with only one hand.

One foot locks both 
wheels
The foot brake locks both 
sides whether you choose the 
left or right one. This ensures 
a smooth and safer use of 
the product.

Low boarding
The low step-on height makes it  
easier for users to place their feet  
on the platform.

Handle with many grip  
possibilities
The handle provides many grip 
 possibilities for both caregivers  
and users.

Features

Accessories

The user can be assisted by one 
or two caregivers using the 
Raiser Strap+.

Soft handles
If the user has difficulty
reaching the handle, the Soft
Handles can be used to help
the user reach all the way.
Item no. 82511

Safety strap with sliding function – 
Raiser Strap+
When users need help to be assisted, this 
can be done by one or two care givers 
using the Raiser Strap+.
S/M Item no. 82528
L/XL Item no. 82529

Safety strap – Raiser Strap 
Provides support around the 
back or hips when standing up.
S/M Item no. 82508
L/XL Item no. 82509

The Raiser Strap can provide 
support around the back or 
hips when standing up.

If the user has difficulty 
reaching the handle, the Soft 
Handles can be used to help 
the user reach all the way.


